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Foreign policy behavior is viewed as being generated by adaptive national systems, and a language appropriate to this focus is introduced. The concepts surrounding Simon's notion of an "artificial" system provide one such vocabulary. Artificial systems may be thought of as a subset of general systems and are characterized by such concepts as "goals", "inner environments", "outer environments", and interfaces. An adaptive national system is then defined as a government (I.E.) attempting to achieve goals (maintain state variables within specified limits) in an O.E. consisting of (at one level of disaggregation) the domestic environment and the international system. Several additional components of adaptive systems are mentioned and some of their implications for national systems are discussed. The definition of an adaptive system is employed to prove the impossibility of a universal adaptor and this result is used to suggest that O.E.'s be classified as to their complexity with respect to a given I.E. (national system). An illustrative proposition is derived utilizing this approach.
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Section I: Introduction

For quite some time now, biologists have used the concept of an "adaptive" system in explaining both macro and micro level biological changes. Very loosely, (and we will be more precise further on) an adaptive system is one which manages to change either itself or its environment in such a way as to "get along." Thus, for example, we are told that dinosaurs became extinct because they failed to adapt to their environment, whereas man is unique in his ability to adapt to a wide range of environments. More abstractly, biologists distinguish between organisms which adapt to a very specific environmental niche and those which achieve a more general level of adaptation. The niche adapted organism is very unlikely to survive if his environment is changed in the least bit, while the more generally adapted organism is able to tolerate fairly wide environmental changes.

Many social scientists have thought it might prove helpful to view social phenomena from the perspective of adaptive behavior. Recently several students of foreign policy have suggested that the biologist's conception of an adaptive system could be useful in analyzing foreign policy behaviors. That is, the hope seems to be in that there is some theory of adaptive biological systems, $T_1$, which has a model, $M_1$, which is isomorphic to a model, $M_2$, for a theory of national foreign behavior, $T_2$. If $M_1$ and $M_2$ are isomorphic, then by the law of deduction (Tarski, 1965:125) the existing of propositions of $T_1$ can be translated into propositions of $T_2$, the theory of foreign policy behavior. As an almost
trivial example, the sentence of $T_1$ (the biological theory) which read "A niche adapted organism whose environment is changed will fail to survive" might become in $T_2$ (the foreign policy theory) "A national system which has achieved a high degree of accurate foreign policy response of election for only a very specific international environment, will fail to survive in a changed international environment." As evidence for the proposition in $T_1$, the biologist might point to the rapidly disappearing ridley turtle (whose nesting beaches are being altered) while as evidence for the proposition in $T_2$, the political scientist might look at the Greek city-states. This hope comes through fairly clearly in the work of several political scientists. For example, Rosenau (1967) sees the outstanding characteristic of adaptation theory as being its focus on the interaction between system and environment. "The subject matter of the foreign policy analyst is distinctive because its prime focus is the association between variations in the national actor and variations in its environment." Since 1967 Rosenau has done considerable work to develop his adaptation paradigm. McGowan (1970) has taken some of these notions and attempted to formalize them in a mathematical theory from which some of the consequences of adaptation theory can be examined empirically.

Perhaps the best way to explicate the Rosenau-McGowan approach is to quote at some length from McGowan (1970):

In his most recent elaboration of the adaptation paradigm Rosenau argues as follows: First: 'considerable insight' can be gained from viewing national societies, like a cell or an organism, 'as entities that must adapt to their environ-
ments to survive and prosper. That is, if an entity is to maintain the boundaries that separate it from other entities, it must act toward the other entities in such a way to keep its essential structures intact (Rosenau, 1970, p. 2). Secondly, for national societies, 'adaptation means that fluctuations in the basic interaction patterns that sustain its social, economic, and political life must be kept within limits minimally acceptable to its members (Rosenau, 1970, p. 2). Third, since there can be considerable disagreement over what are acceptable limits of variation in the performance of a society's economy or polity, the politics of national adaptation is infused with 'an intensity and drama unknown to other entities' and processes (Rosenau, 1970, p. 2). Fourth, the performance of essential societal structures is conditioned by external change, internal societal change, and the society's response to these two stimuli (Rosenau, 1970, p. 2). And fifth, given that any society's external environment is a basic source of variation in its essential structures, 'the need for foreign policy arises...out of the fact that the essential structures cannot be kept within acceptable limits unless some kind of behavior is undertaken toward the environment (Rosenau, 1970, p. 3).

As Rosenau has pointed out, there is interest in the interactions a national political actor and its environment; that is, with the nation and its international environment. In terms of the familiar black box diagram of Figure 1, it would look like this:

```
\[
\text{Input} \quad \rightarrow \quad S \quad \rightarrow \quad \text{Environment} \\
\text{State} \\
\text{Output}
\]
```

Figure 1

To have a system, however, more information must be provided than is contained in Figure 1. There must be a specification of the elements which comprise the system. In the case of a national political system, this
this is clearly no easy task and is one to which many social scientists have devoted much of their attention. Both Rosenau and McGowan recognize this problem and attempt to answer it by positing essential societal structures. Rosenau (1970) suggests four such structures:

1. "...the patterns whereby the life and property of societies are preserved and protected..."
2. "...the patterns whereby...their policy decisions (are) made and implemented..."
3. "...the patterns whereby...their goals and services (are) acquired and distributed..."
4. "...the patterns whereby...their members' cooperation (is) achieved and maintained..."

McGowan (1970) identifies five essential structures:

1. The **boundary** of the society
2. The society's **economic system**
3. The **polity** of the society
4. The **culture** of the society
5. The **integrative** system of the society

Both writers argue that any foreign policy that fails to keep these structures within acceptable limits is maladaptive. Unfortunately, neither of the two sets of essential structures is defined in such a way that makes their measurement clear. Indeed, in McGowan's case the essential structures are analytic properties of any existing national system. Thus, as variables they are either present or not present, and if any are not present, the system by definition no longer "exists." A
foreign policy which results in any of the essential structures not being present is termed maladaptive. This of course is equivalent to saying that any foreign policy which results in the destruction of nation-state is maladaptive.

There is nothing wrong with this from the vantage of general adaptation theory; however, from the standpoint of political theory McGowan's notion of acceptable limits is far too broad. For example, how should United States' involvement in Indochina be distinguished from her help in rebuilding Europe after World War II? The impacts of these two policies on the U.S. political system were very different; yet, in McGowan's sense, both are adaptive because neither resulted in the downfall of the United States. It would seem that any conception of the elements of the system ought be capable of reflecting these different impacts.

Rosenau is not so specific as McGowan on what ranges his essential structures can tolerate. He does suggest that the overall adaptation of a society can be measured by its least well adapted structure as well as how some of those structures might be measured. Rosenau argues that the structures can take on values over a fairly wide range. An example is the political structure. Here Rosenau focuses upon how much control a national system has over its own policies. As this control decreases, says Rosenau, so do the boundaries between the national and international systems begin to merge. Policies which result in decreasing this control are less adaptive than those which do not.
The problem with this sort of notion is that without carefully stating the "acceptable limits," it is impossible to label the results of a given policy "adaptive." For example, was the Egyptian reliance upon Soviet military assistance adaptive for Egypt or not?

Apart from the empirical problem of measurement and the conceptual problem of specifying limits, a further conceptual problem has arisen. In the preceding discussion "adaptive" has been used in two ways. First, mention was made of an adaptive political system. Second, certain foreign policy behaviors were said to be adaptive or maladaptive. Although at first glance these uses may appear the same, they are not. An adaptive system may at times behave maladaptively. This distinction will become more clear as some of the concepts of adaptation theory are defined more rigorously; for the present an example will have to suffice.

Some psychologists view learning as an adaptive process. That is, people learn in order to reduce certain basic drives (Hull, 1943). Learning, however, does not generally take place all at once; errors are made along the way. Some of these errors may, in fact, increase the drives rather than reduce them. In fact, no matter what limits are put on drive levels, there can always exist an error which might increase drives beyond these limits. That is, even though the learning system is conceptualized as being adaptive, it may still behave maladaptively.

The distinction just illustrated unfortunately does not seem to be consistently made by McGowan. Yet it is of importance to how the structures generating foreign policy are conceptualized. For it is
required that the foreign policies of a nation always be adaptive if the
nation is to continue to exist (as McGowan seems to), something very
much different is being said than simply to say foreign policy behaviors
result from adaptive systems.

Already it seems the limits of the common sense vocabulary associated with adaptation theory have been reached. In order to go further the vocabulary must be developed more rigorously.

Taking the adaptation view seriously requires going beyond a simple common sense intuitive understanding of what is meant by the terms involved. A useful way of accomplishing this is to first introduce some basic systems concepts and then move to an explication of Simon's (1969) notion of an "artificial" system. As will be seen, the artificial system's framework fits in very nicely with Rosenau's emphasis upon the relation between the national actor and its environment.
Section II: Basic Systems Concepts

A government can be viewed as a system attempting to achieve goals in two linked environments—the government's national system and the international system. This view of government as a goal seeker immediately suggests some sort of cybernetic approach to the study of foreign policy. Great care, however, must be exercised in how cybernetics is applied to avoid concentrating upon a "conventional" sort of equilibrium ("equilibrium" will be defined more rigorously further on) and ignoring the dynamic characteristics of national adaptation.

The reason the adoption of a cybernetics approach so often leads to conventional equilibrium type analysis is that much of the work in cybernetics has dealt with what are known variously as negative feedback or deviation counteracting systems. The essential attribute of these systems is that, when disturbed, they behave in such a way as to minimize the effect of the disturbance. An example of a negative feedback system is the position that if you increase the income of lower class persons, they will only have more children and, as a result, their overall economic position will not be changed. The following directed signed graph illustrates this belief structure:

![Figure 2](image_url)
The positive arrow linking economic position with number of children indicates that an increase in a family's economic position will result in increasing the number of their children. The negative arrow designates that an increase in the number of children will decrease the overall economic position of the family. The arrow leading back to "economic position" has a minus sign, hence the name negative feedback system. Systems such as that in Figure 2 will generally tend toward an equilibrium state. The equilibrium values will depend upon the initial values and the size of the disturbance.

A graph such as Figure 2 may be termed a non-numerical structure. It is non-numerical in that the correspondence between the empirical referents (economic position and number of children) and the objects in the structure (the directed sign graph) preserve order relations but not magnitudes. Nothing is said about how many more children should accompany an increase of $x$ dollars in income. It does, however, tell whether increasing income augments or inhibits the number of children in the family.

Even a casual glance at the cybernetics literature will reveal that much of the work is directed toward the analysis and design of highly sophisticated negative feedback mechanisms. In cybernetics, feedback is often used to indicate the discrepancy between the intended results and actual results of a given behavior. Generally the desire is to minimize the difference between intent and action and, as a result, an emphasis is placed upon the design of negative feedback systems.
Many aspects of social phenomenon, such as growth and patterned adaptive change, however, may often best be viewed as positive feedback mechanisms. The discussion by Coombs, et al. (1970) of the relation between the quality of faculty in an academic institution and the quality of graduate students in that institution is illustrative of this point. High quality faculty attracts high quality graduate students who in turn attract more high quality faculty. Or:

![Diagram]

Figure 3

Figure 3 provides an example of a positive feedback structure. As can be seen, positive feedback loops augment initial disturbances.

Since the differences between positive and negative feedback systems are of some importance, it will be worthwhile to develop a numerical theory of the system shown in figure 2. For economic position (E) and number of children (C), the following difference equations can be written with the subscript referring to the time increment involved:

(1) \[ C_t = C_{t-1} \text{ if and only if } E_{t-1} < E \]

\[ = C_{t-1} + (E_{t-2} - E_{t-2}) \text{ if and only if } E_{t-1} > E \]

(2) \[ E_t = E_{t-1} - (C_{t-2} - C_{t-2}) \]

\[ = E_{t-1} \text{ if and only if } C_{t-1} < C_{t-1} \]

\[ = E_{t-1} + (C_{t-2} - C_{t-2}) \text{ if and only if } C_{t-1} > C_{t-1} \]
Here equations (1) and (2) tell that increasing a family's economic position one unit at time t will result in increasing the number of their children by one at time t + 1. Table 1 shows the results for four time periods of a family which begins with no children and whose economic position goes from 1 at time 1 to t at time t.

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>t</th>
<th>E</th>
<th>C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

By time 4 the system has reached an equilibrium position of E = 1 and C = 1. Suppose now at time 6 a policy is instituted giving the family an increase in economic position to 3 (E = 3). Table 2 gives the results:

Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>t</th>
<th>E</th>
<th>C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The purpose of the example is not, of course, to claim that increasing a family's economic position by two units in one time period will result in their having twins the next period. Rather, the example was intended to demonstrate the over-time behavior exhibited by negative feedback systems and to show that attempts to look at political systems as negative feedback systems will often lead to viewing them in terms of their equilibrium positions.
The claim was made earlier that a government could be viewed as a component of an artificial system attempting to achieve goals in two linked environments. In order to explicate this, it will be necessary to discuss in some detail concepts such as system, goals, goal achievement, environments, and the ways in which environments can be linked. Once these concepts are well understood, a framework can be built from which to view political adaptation and change. At first, the discussion of empirically "empty" concepts may seem a rather sterile exercise; however, unless the basic structural and manipulative concepts are well in mind, the empirical interpretation which follows will be difficult, if not impossible, to evaluate.

A system may be defined as a set of objects together with the relations defined upon them. Thus a system is identical to a mathematical structure. The object is the basic building block of the system. Figure 2 describes a two object, two relation system. The objects are economic position (E) and number of children (C) and the relations are augmentation from E to C and inhibition from C to E. If the augmentation relation is denoted as $R_+$ and the inhibition relations as $R_-$ the system (mathematical structure) of Figure 2 looks as follows:

$$S: \langle E, C; E \rightarrow C, C \rightarrow E \rangle$$

Note the objects of $S$ are listed first and then the relations obtaining between them.

Consider now a system described by equations (1) and (2):

$$S*: \langle E_t, C_t; E \rightarrow C, C \rightarrow E \rangle$$
The state of the system at a point in time is simply the value of each object in the system at that point. Thus from Table 2, the state of \( S^* \) at time 6 is \((E = 3, C = 1)\).

Most phenomena are not completely closed off from other phenomena; that is, there are interactions among phenomena. When a system is abstracted from such a phenomenon, it is generally called an open system, reflecting the fact that the system receives some sorts of inputs from the outside. Most all systems not only receive inputs, but they also have some way of sending outputs to the outside. This type of open system is the one depicted in the "black box" diagram of Figure 1. Here system 3 receives input \( u \) and sends output \( y \). That which is external to the system is often called the system's environment.

A question of considerable interest to systems theorists is whether the system has an equilibrium point and, if it has, if the equilibrium is stable. A system state is said to be an equilibrium state if it is a state from which the system does not move unless it receives some external shock from its environment. Environmental shock here refers to some change in the environment which does not result from a change in the system. If a shock moves the system away from its equilibrium state and the system eventually moves back to equilibrium, then the equilibrium is said to be a stable one. A distinction is often made between two sorts of stability. The first is called asymptotic stability. Here if the shock does not move the system outside of some region about the equilibrium point, the system will return to equilibrium.
This region is referred to as the region of asymptotic stability. On the other hand, it may be that no matter where the system is moved, it will return to the equilibrium state. This property is called global stability. A system which is globally stable has its entire state space as a region of asymptotic stability.

Oftentimes because of measurement problems or a lack of conceptual precision it is impossible to determine whether or not a system is "really" in the same state. To help avoid these problems the definition of an equilibrium state can be relaxed by allowing each element a slight bit of variation resulting in a zone of equilibrium. Each state in this zone is not exactly the same as every other but they are, in a strictly defined sense, very close. As long as the system is in a state contained in this zone, it can be said to be in an equilibrium state.

An example might make this more clear. Imagine a system obstructed from a human being composed of his body temperature, pulse, and respiration rate. The system can then be thought of as a triple \( \langle T, P, R \rangle \). A person whose temperature is 98.6, pulse is 100 beats per minute, and respiration rate is 15 breaths per minute can be represented by \( \langle 98.6, 100, 15 \rangle \). After making many observations it is noted that all three of these variables normally fluctuate a bit but tend to remain within certain limits. Suppose these limits are as follows:
Variables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Normal Range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>97.0 - 99.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>85 - 115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>12 - 18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

By appropriately defining a zone of equilibrium, the system \( \langle T, P, R \rangle \) can be said to be at equilibrium as long as each element is somewhere in its normal range.

After watching human beings a while longer, it might be decided to add a few more elements to the system: say blood pressure (B), output of the sweat glands (S), and behavioral activation level (A). If the states of this new system \( \langle T, P, R, S, E, A \rangle \) were measured and recorded at closely spaced intervals and over a long period of time, it might be noted that whenever one of the variables moved outside of its normal limits, others would also move and the system would eventually return to equilibrium. Thus, for example, if the body temperature were to rise, the sweat glands might increase their output, cool off the body and the system would move back to its equilibrium region. In general, the system remains at equilibrium and the equilibrium is a stable one.

The sequence of outputs generated by a system is called its behavior. A goal or objective for a numerical system is a specification of the set of desired system states. In the example, a goal might be any system state where \( T \) is between 97.0 and 99.4, \( 85 \leq P \leq 115 \), and \( 12 \leq R \leq 18 \). The terms goal and objective will be used interchangeably.
It is important to recall that from the way system has been defined—a set of objects together with the relations defined upon them—it would be meaningless to talk about structureless systems. What is viewed as structure and what is not is, of course, dependent upon how the system of study is conceptualized. For example, Tode and Shuford (1965) ask: "When one cuts his finger with a knife, quite a number of tissue cells are ruined. Does this mean a change in the structure of this person?" The answer to their question is yes and no. If the objects of the person are said to be cells, then clearly there is a structure change. However, if the objects are more macroscopic body parts such as fingers, then cutting the finger simply changes the finger's state but does not change the structure of the system. A system is a mathematical structure and its elements and relations must be specified precisely if it is to be discussed meaningfully.

As will be shown, clear system specification is of crucial importance to anyone doing empirical comparative research. First, however, one more concept—that of a parameter—needs to be introduced at this point. Given a system, any element not included in it is a parameter. Some parameters may have no effect upon a system, others may have an effect only under certain conditions, and still others may have a very direct effect at all times. A more precise understanding of what is meant by a parameter should come from the example about to be presented.

Brunner (1970) provides a very nice discussion of some of the problems involved in doing comparative research when the systems involved are not well specified.
The theory used in this example will be one based upon Samuelson (1939). The objects in the system being theorized about are:

- $S_t$ = overall satisfaction level of the people in a given nation at time $t$
- $P_t$ = performance of the private sector of the nation at time $t$
- $G_t$ = performance of the government of the nation at time $t$

These objects (variables) can be related as follows:

1. $P_t = \alpha S_{t-1}$
2. $G_t = B(P_t - P_{t-1})$
3. $S_t = P_t + G_t$

where $\alpha$ and $B \geq 0$

Equation (3) states that private sector performance will be proportional to the preceding period's level of overall satisfaction. Equation (4) tells that government performance will be proportional to the change in private sector performance from this period to the preceding period. Finally, (5) is a simple accounting equation defining overall satisfaction to be the sum of government performance and private sector performance.

Throughout this analysis it will be assumed that $S$, $P$, and $G$ are measured in comparable units.

Figure 4 illustrates the structure of this set of equations. The single arrows signify no time advance and the double arrows indicate a time advance of one unit.
Figure 4

The state variables of the structure are G, P, and S and the relations among these state variables are depicted in Figure 4. The parameters which directly affect the structure of Figure 3 are $\gamma$, $\beta$, and $t$. They are not included in the structural diagram of the equations.

Imagine four national systems ($N_1$, $N_2$, $N_3$, $N_4$) each of which is described by equations (3) - (5) but differ in their values of the parameters $\alpha$ and $\beta$. In $N_1$, $\alpha = .8$; and $\beta = 1.5$; in $N_2$, $\alpha = .8$ and $\beta = 3.0$; in $N_3$, $\alpha = .5$ and $\beta = 0$; and in $N_4$, $\alpha = .5$ and $\beta = 1.0$. The initial value ($t = 1$) of $P$ and $G$ is 0 in all four systems and the initial value ($t = 1$) of $S$ is 1 in all the systems. Equations 3, 4, and 5 can be programmed on a computer and by substituting the appropriate values for $\alpha$ and $\beta$, the states of each system for different values of $t$ can be generated. Figure 5a shows the results of these runs.

As can be seen, each system exhibits very different behavior. The elements in $N_3$ and $N_4$ all go to an equilibrium state of $<0,0,0>$.
though those in $N_j$ approach it directly while those in $N_k$ oscillate to it. The elements of $N_j$ swing through increasing oscillations and those in $N$ increase at a very rapid rate. These extremely diverse behaviors may be thought of as resulting from the same system. Would a political scientist analyzing the data in Figure 5 with conventional linear techniques recognize that each nation's behavior was generated by the same structure?

Brunner (1970) demonstrates very convincingly that the data analysis strategies presently employed by most political scientists (such as conventional regression analysis) will usually not reveal the underlying structure of the system. This will generally be the case whether the systems are analyzed cross-nationally at a point in time or individually as a time series. (See Brunner, 1970, pp. 6-7, for a more complete treatment of these data analysis problems.)

As considered thus far, this example illustrates several important problems facing political analysts. First, there is the very broad data analysis problem. To what extent can data—even time series data—be used to identify the basic structure of a model for a theory of national behavior? Since most analysis strategies cannot be used to distinguish between structure and parameters, it is the responsibility of the analyst to impose a basic structure on his observations prior to doing statistical manipulations. As Cain and Watts (1970, p. 229) point out, "Without a theoretical framework to provide order and a rationale for the large numbers of variables, we have no way of inter-
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>T</th>
<th>S(T)</th>
<th>P(T)</th>
<th>G(T)</th>
<th></th>
<th>T</th>
<th>S(T)</th>
<th>P(T)</th>
<th>G(T)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>2.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>1.60</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7.84</td>
<td>2.56</td>
<td>5.28</td>
<td>5.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>3.20</td>
<td>2.24</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>17.40</td>
<td>6.27</td>
<td>11.13</td>
<td>11.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>3.04</td>
<td>2.56</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>36.89</td>
<td>13.92</td>
<td>22.96</td>
<td>22.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>2.56</td>
<td>2.43</td>
<td>-0.19</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>76.27</td>
<td>29.51</td>
<td>46.76</td>
<td>46.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>1.79</td>
<td>-0.96</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>155.51</td>
<td>61.01</td>
<td>94.50</td>
<td>94.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>-1.02</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>-1.69</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>314.62</td>
<td>124.42</td>
<td>190.20</td>
<td>190.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>-3.06</td>
<td>-0.82</td>
<td>-2.27</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>633.55</td>
<td>251.71</td>
<td>381.85</td>
<td>381.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>-4.86</td>
<td>-2.43</td>
<td>-2.42</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>-0.25</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>-0.25</td>
<td>-0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>-6.07</td>
<td>-3.09</td>
<td>-2.18</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>-0.25</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>-0.25</td>
<td>-0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>-6.30</td>
<td>-4.86</td>
<td>-1.45</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>-0.25</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>-0.25</td>
<td>-0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>-5.32</td>
<td>-5.04</td>
<td>-0.28</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>-0.12</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>-0.12</td>
<td>-0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>-3.08</td>
<td>-4.26</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>-0.06</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>-0.06</td>
<td>-0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>-2.47</td>
<td>2.69</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>4.14</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>3.97</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>8.02</td>
<td>3.31</td>
<td>4.71</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>11.07</td>
<td>6.41</td>
<td>4.65</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>12.76</td>
<td>8.86</td>
<td>3.66</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>11.76</td>
<td>10.01</td>
<td>1.74</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5a
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>T</th>
<th>S(T)</th>
<th>P(T)</th>
<th>G(T)</th>
<th>T</th>
<th>S(T)</th>
<th>P(T)</th>
<th>G(T)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.800</td>
<td>0.800</td>
<td>1.200</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.800</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.640</td>
<td>0.540</td>
<td>-0.240</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.640</td>
<td>0.640</td>
<td>-0.480</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.512</td>
<td>0.512</td>
<td>-0.192</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.512</td>
<td>0.512</td>
<td>-0.384</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.410</td>
<td>0.410</td>
<td>-0.154</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.410</td>
<td>0.410</td>
<td>-0.307</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.328</td>
<td>0.328</td>
<td>-0.123</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.328</td>
<td>0.328</td>
<td>-0.246</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.262</td>
<td>0.262</td>
<td>-0.098</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.262</td>
<td>0.262</td>
<td>-0.197</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.210</td>
<td>0.210</td>
<td>-0.079</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.210</td>
<td>0.210</td>
<td>-0.157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.168</td>
<td>0.168</td>
<td>-0.063</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.168</td>
<td>0.168</td>
<td>-0.126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.134</td>
<td>0.134</td>
<td>-0.050</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.134</td>
<td>0.134</td>
<td>-0.101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>T</th>
<th>S(T)</th>
<th>P(T)</th>
<th>G(T)</th>
<th>T</th>
<th>S(T)</th>
<th>P(T)</th>
<th>G(T)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.500</td>
<td>0.500</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.500</td>
<td>0.500</td>
<td>0.500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.250</td>
<td>0.250</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.250</td>
<td>0.250</td>
<td>-0.250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.125</td>
<td>0.125</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.125</td>
<td>0.125</td>
<td>-0.125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.062</td>
<td>0.062</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.062</td>
<td>0.062</td>
<td>-0.062</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.031</td>
<td>0.031</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.031</td>
<td>0.031</td>
<td>-0.031</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>-0.016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>-0.008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>-0.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>-0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>-0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5b
interpreting the statistical results.\textsuperscript{11} Regression analysis is properly used to estimate population parameters only when the structure of the model elements are already specified. This specification of structure must precede the application of parameter estimation techniques.

A second problem is the very subtle distinction between structural differences and state differences. The various behaviors of the four imaginary nations all resulted from the same basic structure. In positing systems it is this structure which must be isolated, and, in doing so, care must be exercised not to assume fallaciously that because two nations pass through very different states (e.g., exhibit very different behaviors) they must be modeled by different structures. It may, of course, be that different structures are appropriate, but this will not necessarily be the case.

With the structure of Figure 4 and the parameter values specified in Figure 5, it has been shown that the same structure can result in very different over-time behavior. Suppose now the theory is changed by making equation (5) read:

\begin{equation}
(5') S_t = P_t
\end{equation}

Equation (5') asserts that overall satisfaction will simply be equal to private sector performance and that the government performance has no effect upon satisfaction. The result of this structural change is to push the four elements of \( N_1, N_2, N_3, \) and \( N_4 \) to an equilibrium position of \( \langle 0, 0, 0 \rangle \). The over-time behaviors of each of these systems can be seen in Figure 5b. Though all four systems end up in
the same state, their behavior paths in getting there are again different. In this case, the theory change did not affect the equilibrium positions of $N_3$ and $N_4$, even though it did affect the sequence of states $N_4$ passed through in getting to equilibrium. Changing the theory with equation (5') demonstrates how inadequate a characterization of system behavior is the conventional concept of equilibrium. Simply knowing that two systems have the same equilibrium point gives very little information about whether they are isomorphic. $N_3$, it will be recalled, behaved exactly the same before and after the structure change. The systems in Figure 5a were isomorphic yet two went to equilibrium and two did not.

Further, interest will often be centered upon what states a system passes through in getting to equilibrium. A given policy (sequence of outputs of the I.E.), for example, which would move the overall system to a desired equilibrium point might be rejected if it was known that getting to that point entailed the system's going through some highly undesirable states. Specifically, while equations (5) and (5') will be behaviorally indistinguishable when $G$ (or $\beta$) is equal to zero, very different policies will be recommended if the level of satisfaction is a function of the government's performance (although observed government performance is equal to zero) than if satisfaction is unrelated to government performance.
Section III: Artificial Systems and Adaptive Systems

Having defined a system, it is possible to move to a discussion of a specific sub-class of systems—artificial systems. While the distinction between "artificial" and "natural" systems is not always clear, the basic idea is that artificial systems are directed to human goals whereas natural ones may not be. Simon (1969, pp. 5, 6) suggests four criteria for separating the artificial from the natural:

1. Artificial things are synthesized (though not always or usually with full forethought) by man.
2. Artificial things may imitate appearances in natural things while lacking, in one or many respects, the reality of the latter.
3. Artificial things may be characterized in terms of functions, goals, adaptation.
4. Artificial things are often discussed, particularly when they are being designed, in terms of imperatives as well as descriptives.

Thus, for example, a forest would be a natural system while a farm would be an artificial system.

We can talk about artificial systems as having an inner environment (I.E.) attempting to achieve some goal(s) in an outer environment (O.E.). The hookup between the I.E. and the O.E. is called the interface. Bailey and Holt (1971) break the interface into two parts and put the I.E. and O.E. into a control theoretic structure as in the following figure:
Figure 6 is very general, but does illustrate the additional structure common to all artificial systems.

The easiest way to describe the scope of this diagram is through a very simple example. Let the inner environment (I.E.) be a country's government and the outer environment (O.E.) be the economic system of that country. Suppose further that the government's goal is to remain in power and that it "believes" it can do so only by keeping the economic system in a certain specified set of acceptable states. The state of the O.E. is represented by the vector \( \mathbf{x} \) and might include such things as each citizen's income, all sales transactions, and other such elements.

The government must have some way of observing \( \mathbf{x} \) so that it can know whether the economy is in an acceptable state and yet it could not observe each and every sales transaction, etc. directly nor, even if it
could get it, would it be able to process the information. The problem of observing the O.E. is represented in Figure 6 by the observation interface. The observation interface may be thought of as the I.E.'s sensing device in the O.E. In the case of our example, the government might set up various agencies to collect economic data. Since, in this example, \( x \) would contain too much information, the I.E. incorporates into the observation interface an indicator system. Thus instead of having \( x \) as an input, the I.E. receives \( y \). The vector \( y \) might include such indicators as GNP and unemployment rates. In some cases \( x \) and \( y \) will be equivalent. Most often, however, this will not be the case and it is important that the notation reflect this possible distinction.

Upon receiving \( y \), the I.E. must evaluate it to determine what sort of policy is indicated. This evaluation may be thought of as taking place in the I.E.'s image of the O.E. In our example the image might consist of a Walrasian equilibrium model of the economy. Generally, this image will, at least in part, contain the elements of \( y \). In this way \( y \) can be used to set the "state" of the image and various policy alternatives \( u \) can be put into the image to assess their differential impacts \( y \). Generally the \( u \) producing the most desired \( y \) value will be chosen as the value of \( y \) to send into the O.E. The elements of the \( y \) vector, to have any impact, must have some way of getting into the O.E.; that is, the I.E. must have some access interface which is capable of implementing \( y \) in the O.E. Fiscal and monetary policy serve as accesses for the government in the example we
have been discussing. The preceding rather crude illustration suggests the high degree of inter-relation between the various elements--goals, I.E., O.E., Image, and interfaces--of artificial systems.

With these concepts it is possible to explicate what is meant by an adaptive system. Before proceeding to the definition, however, it should be made clear that there is no "generally accepted" definition of an adaptive system. Indeed there are many competing definitions which are inconsistent with each other. This fact does not imply that most or even some of these definitions are "wrong." It simply means that no definition has been put forward which was so persuasive as to induce the abandonment of all other competing definitions.

An adaptive system can be defined as any system which generates outputs in such a way as to seek to maintain state variables within certain limits. Adaptive systems are goal-seeking systems. The goal is expressed in terms of desired values of state variables. Such systems may or may not have equilibrium states. In investigating adaptive systems, the analyst is concerned with the goals of the system; how, if at all, goals can be modified; how outputs are judged as successes or failures; the mechanism through which information about the environment and past system states is transformed into outputs; and other such questions.

Murphy (1965) has identified several properties of all adaptive systems whether they be social, biological, physical, or engineering:

(1) At any point in time the system can move off in any one of a number of directions.
(2) Any of the moves will be followed by a change in the system and perhaps in the environment. These changes become a part of the historical record of the system.

(3) Every adaptive system must have some sort of decision-making function. On the basis of the historical record and an evaluation of the effect of each action on the present and future states of the system, the decision-making function chooses one of the alternative actions.

(4) Following the taking of an action, the system may or may not achieve the anticipated results. Uncertainties in the environment or the effect of the action may cause the system to move in a direction which was unintended.

(5) If the result was unfortunate, there is no recourse. The only corrective measure is to reestablish the above sequence of events all over again.

Clearly, then a simple 'black box' system is not enough to illustrate an adaptive system. Several components must be in the black box before it can be labeled adaptive. First, the system must have contained some sort of internal clock so that it can sort out and act upon inputs coming at various times. This clock may not be the familiar sidereal one measuring time continuously and in constant intervals. The 'time' measured by the clock is an important problem. For if the dynamic aspects of adaptive (or real-adaptive) change are to be studied, the analyst must have in mind a well-understood view of time.

The analysis of time presented here will follow very closely that of T. Windeknecht (1971). At first this may appear needlessly abstract. Hopefully, however, the abstraction will prove of help in examining political adaptation and change.
A set $T$ together with a function $+$ which maps the cartesian product $T \times T$ into $T$, which satisfies the associative axiom:

$$t + (t' + t'') = (t + t') + t''$$

for all $t$, $t'$, $t''$ belonging to $T$ is known as a semigroup. A semigroup with an element $0$ belonging to $T$ such that:

$$t + 0 = 0 + t$$

for all $t$ belonging to $T$ is a monoid.

Given a monoid $T$, left division over $T$ is the relation on $T$ such that:

$$t < t' \iff (t'') : t'' \neq 0 \land t' = t + t'' \quad (t'' \in T)$$

where:

$$\iff \equiv \text{"if and only if"}$$

$$\exists (x) \equiv \text{"There exists an X such that"}$$

$$\land \equiv \text{"and"}$$

$$E \equiv \text{belongs to}$$

The left division relation asserts a simple ordering over the elements of $T$.

A time set is then defined as a monoid $T$ with the following three properties:

1. $(\exists t_1) (\exists t_2) : (t_1 = 0 \lor t_2 = 0) \land t_1 + t = t' + t_2 \ (t_1, t_2 \in T)$

2. $t_1 + t = t + t_2 \Rightarrow t_1 = t_2$

3. $t_1 + t = 0 \Rightarrow t_1 = 0$

where

$$\lor \equiv \text{"or"}$$

$$\Rightarrow \equiv \text{"implies"}$$
Two sets which meet the definition of a time set are the set of nonnegative real numbers (e.g., 1, 2.5, 3.4) and the set of nonnegative integers (e.g., 1, 2, 3,...). In both cases the identity element is 0 and the left division relation is that of less than (\(<\)) on the positive numbers.

Why, it might be asked, is there a need to be so formal and abstract in talking about time; after all, does not everyone know what time is? There are several reasons for taking a formal approach. First, as may have been noticed, a time set is a system. Examples have already been given of problems which can arise when the elements and relations of a system are not carefully defined. Since time is such an important concept, care must be exercised not to fall unknowingly into traps simply by being careless in defining time. Second, work by Arbib (1966) and Belief and Melt (1971) suggests that control theory and automata theory are to work together in the same structure, time must be viewed as an ordered monoid rather than an ordered group. (For an example, see Windaknacht, 1971, p. 61.)

Further, looking at time abstractly enables getting outside of the idea of time necessarily being measured in seconds, minutes, hours, days, years, and other such units. The way time has been defined here, it is essentially an ordering concept in that it gives a way to "tag" different observations in a meaningful way. Albert Einstein wrote of time (quoted in Barnett, 1948, p. 47, 63): "The experiences of the individual appear to us arranged in a series of events; in this series
the single events which we remember appear to be ordered according to
the criterion of 'earlier' and 'later'. There exists, therefore, for
the individual, an 1-time, or subjective time. This in itself is not
measurable. I (Einstein) can, indeed, associate numbers with events, in
such a way that a greater number is associated with the later event
than with an earlier one. This association I can define by means of a
clock by comparing the order of events furnished by the clock with the
order of the given series of events. We understand by a clock something
which provides a series of events which can be counted...every reference
body (or coordinate system) has its own particular time; unless we are
told the reference body to which the statement of time refers, there is
no meaning in a statement of the time of an event." Earlier, Gunn
(1929) argued that a major problem in physics was the confusion between
physical time, mathematical time, and clock time. More recently,
Ornstein (1969) claims that modern psychology has been held back by
confusing experiential time, clock time and biological time.

A problem for the student of politics is to develop a concept of
time which is, in some as yet not well-defined sense, consistent with
the phenomenon he is studying. It must be emphasized that there is no
a priori reason why this conception should be the everyday calendar
time generally used by political scientists. Several examples may help
to illustrate this point. In the United States elections for the House
of Representatives are held every two years. Great Britain, on the
other hand, elects its House of Commons at least every five years or
whenever it is dissolved by the Prime Minister. If the presence or absence of U.S. Congressional elections and British Parliamentary elections were plotted against calendar time, it might be concluded that in the U.S. elections are held very regularly while in Britain they are not. This conclusion would be warranted if by "regular" was meant something like "evenly spaced in calendar time." For the purpose of doing comparative research, however, this may not be a desirable sense of "regular" to use. Instead regular might be used in a more general manner to mean "evenly spaced in a system with reference to that system's clock."

This formal analysis of time served to suggest the minimum structure thought to be necessary to a time concept. A question which requires much additional thought is that of how to add substance to this structure in such a way as to have a time concept which seems to tie in with political phenomena. This is especially important in-making inferences to the structures of the models of nations from observations on variables ordered by calendar time. An explicit conception of time must be an aspect of the theory which suggested the observations or else there will be no appropriate means of ordering these observations.

Independent of the specific conception of time which is eventually adopted, a dynamic system can be defined as one which is directly parameterized by time. The government 'satisfaction' theory discussed earlier is an example of a dynamic system. By "directly parameterized" it is roughly meant that the value of the time parameter affects directly the values of the system elements.
If, as was suggested earlier, many social processes are growth processes best modeled by positive feedback systems, then this together with a concept of time suggests that the kinds of stability notions which have been so useful in analyzing dynamic physical systems may have very limited applications in the study of the dynamics of political adaptation. The best known example of a stable dynamic physical system is a marble in a bowl. When perturbed (within certain limits) the marble will return to its position at the bottom of the bowl. However, political systems may well not be best studied in terms of this notion of "point stability." What may be required is a higher order notion of stability. A biologist, C. H. Waddington, (1957, p. 32) has suggested the concept of chreod to refer to a trajectory in a system's state space which acts as an attractor to other trajectories. The notion of chreod may be illustrated as follows.

Imagine a large area of land containing several rivers and having all the land belonging to one or another river basin. This arrangement is shown in Figure 7. The idea of a river basin entails that water falling into basin 1 will, in most cases, eventually end up in river 1 and so on for basins and rivers 2 and 3. Once the water gets into a given river bed it will flow the path of the river. The only way for water from one basin to get into the river of another is through some unusual outside force such as its being carried in a pail or diverted through a canal. For water in basin 1, river bed 1 is a chreod. River beds 2 and 3 are chreods for water in river basins 2 and 3.
In a loose sense, a chred is a higher order stability wherein it is the path about which the system is stable rather than a specific point. Chroods are essentially "developmental pathways" for the system of study. Most of the formal work which has been done in this area is by the French topologist Rene Thom. Thom (1968, 1970) sees as a fundamental problem the explanation of the stability of a temporal (i.e., dynamic) structure in terms of the organization of that structure. This problem can often be resolved by describing the process by a chred.

Certainly Thom's problem is an important one for the political scientist. How can the stability of a dynamic political system be explained in terms of the organization of the structure of the model of that system. Note here that stability means correspondence to the chred and not lack of violence or point stability.
Let us now return to the second of Murphy's requirements for an adaptive system; that is, the system must have some kind of memory. This is necessary if the system is to act, in part, on the basis of its historical record. Implied by this is Ashby's requirement that all adaptive systems be feedback systems. Third, the adaptive system must have a decision rule which can evaluate the past performance and the present state to choose among alternative behaviors. Fourth, it must have some sort of goal or objective. The goal may be viewed as setting and retaining state variables within certain limits.

Hopefully, the notion of an adaptive system is now clear enough to allow examining how this structure might be generalized to be relevant to the study of foreign policy.
Section IV: Adaptative Systems and Foreign Policy

Indeed, it has already been pointed out that the notion of adaptation is not at all new in political analysis. Its emphasis upon goal-seeking systems meshes nicely with intuitive feelings about political actors. Politicians behave in a manner which is designed to help them meet their goals. Certainly there is no obvious reason a nation's behavior cannot be looked at in an analogous fashion. Hanrieder (1967) defines foreign policy as "...the more or less coordinated strategy with which institutionally designated decision-makers seek to manipulate the international environment." Unless the argument is made that these foreign policy manipulations are made willy-nilly and without intended direction, it must be that they are aimed at reaching some goal.

Clearly if adaptation theory is to be interpreted as an empirical theory of foreign policy behavior, the problem of specifying acceptable limits on measurable state variables must be resolved. However, without doing this it is still possible to make some qualitative statements about how various sorts of adaptive systems might respond to certain kinds of environmental changes by building upon the artificial systems framework developed earlier. To do this, these constructs must be interpreted in a way helpful to the student of politics. For example, it is not very enlightening to simply relabel an I.E. as the government unless there exists an appropriate vocabulary with which to discuss governments. "Appropriate" here refers to the necessity for the
vocabulary to fit with both social science results and the artificial systems framework.

A goal or objective has already been defined to be a set of desired system states. Without getting into the empirical problems associated with trying to determine the goals of any particular nation, it is still possible to make some general statements about how goals may be viewed from the vantage of artificial systems.

In designing policies (sequences of 'u's) to achieve goals in the O.E., the responsible decision-making components of the I.E. must, in their image of the O.E., categorize the variables and parameters of the O.E. as to whether they are manipulable or non-manipulable and whether they are exogenous or endogenous:

1. **Manipulable** variables are those whose values are directly controllable by the given I.E. decision component.

2. **Non-Manipulable** variables may vary by functions of other variables in the models but not directly controllable by I.E. decision component actions.

3. **Exogenous** variables affect but are not directly affected by the other variables in the O.E.

4. **Endogenous** variables are those which may affect other variables and are affected by other variables in the system.

In conceptualizing these distinctions, the following classification table may be helpful. Endogenous-manipulable variables cannot exist since, by definition, endogenous variables can only be affected through exogenous ones.
It is important that the policy-maker be aware of which O.E. variables he is able to directly manipulate through his policy choices and which he is not. Yet this distinction is generally overlooked by behavioral scientists rushing to "explain" large percentages of variance with very few variables. In constructing theories of the O.E., decisions must be made as to which variables ought be included in the theory and which ought be excluded. These decisions, in turn, suggest devising measures of variable "significance."

If the objective of a particular theory is to parsimoniously describe the "behavior" of the O.E., then a criterion for including or excluding a given variable such as "proportion of variance explained" makes perfectly good sense (assuming, of course, there are independent

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exogenous</th>
<th>Manipulable</th>
<th>Non-Manipulable</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Generally the Policy Variables</td>
<td>?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Endogenous</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Often Used as Performance Measures</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3
reasons to believe the underlying structure has been identified) as a way of isolating "significant" variables. However, if a goal of the theory is to enable its user to somehow change the behavior of the O.E., the import of an inclusion criterion such as "percent of variance explained" may be greatly reduced. It would be as if an egregiously overweight person were told by his doctor that a carefully done empirical study of body weight showed that height and age are only "significant" correlates of body weight. Based on this "theory," it is unlikely that anything can be done about his overweight problem (short of perhaps cutting him off at the knee or adding several feet of leg. (For a more extended treatment of this topic, see Kanter and Thorson (1972).)

Not all variables are equally susceptible to manipulation by every component of the O.E. One's relation to the policy process will have an important effect on partitioning variables according to manipulability. The proverbial New York taxi driver may well understand which actions will influence the arms races, but, for people in his position, few if any variables are manipulable. Presumably, from the perspective of the President, a somewhat larger number of variables are controllable. Since which variables are "important" in a 'policy' theory depend in part on which variables are manipulable, the designer of 'policy' theory should be sensitive to the position of the theory's consumer. The theory for providing advice to the President will be "significantly" different from the theory which yields responses appropriate to taxi drivers.
A given component of the I.E. (i.e., "the government," or that portion of the government which makes foreign policy decisions) in selecting foreign policy alternatives can be viewed as facing decision problems with the following elements (adapted from Ackoff, 1962):

- \( C_i \) = an n element vector of manipulable variables
- \( U \) = a set of values for the non-manipulable values
- \( f(C_i; U) \) = the image of the O.E.; a set of functional relations between the elements of the O.E.
- \( V_i \) = the value to the decision maker of implementing alternative \( i \)
- \( P_i \) = m element vector of performance measures affected by implementation of policy alternative \( i \)
- \( g(P_i) \) = objective function transforming \( m \)-performance measures into (ideally) a scalar to be maximized or minimized
- \( X_i \) = j-element vector of policy alternatives, \( x \)

With this notation, the following functions can be written:

\[
V_i = g(P_i)
\]

\[
P_i = f(C_i; U)
\]

Moreover, the decision problem facing the particular component of the I.E. can be defined. Constraints—be they political, physical, fiscal, etc.—rule out some policy alternatives as infeasible. Therefore, only the reduced set of feasible alternatives \( X^f \) need be considered.

An optimal policy, \( \hat{x} \), can then be defined as one which satisfies the following function (Mesarovic, 1970 and Richardson and Pelsoci, 1971):

\[
(Vx)_{x^f} = g(P_{\hat{i}})Rg(P)
\]
where R is generally a relation such as Z or ≤. As an illustration, suppose the goal is to minimize \( g(P_1) \). The I.E. component would then want to select a policy alternative \( x_i^f \) from \( x^f \) such that \( g(P_{j}) \) is less than or equal to \( g(P) \) for any other \( x_i \).

Oftentimes it is extremely difficult to quantify the elements of \( P_i \). For example, suppose the elements of \( P_i \) include political stability, economic development, and attitudes toward the U.S. government. From a policy maker's perspective, the temptation here is to take the element most easily quantified (in this case probably economic development) and attempt to maximize (minimize) it with the hope the others will follow along. Thus the motto "hard data drive out soft." Oftentimes, however, yielding to this temptation can have disastrous long-term consequences in the case where, over some interval, increases in economic development lead to a decrease in stability which in turn encourages hostility toward the U.S. A policy maker who simply optimized on economic development might soon be confronted with a rapidly deteriorating situation.

Once \( P_1, C_i \), and \( f(C_i, U) \) are developed, the problem becomes one of defining the objective function \( g(P_i) \). In classical optimization problems, \( g(P_i) \) maps \( P_i \) (an m-element vector) into a single value (a scalar). In many economic applications, for example, \( g(P) \) is simply the sum of the dollar cost of the components of \( P_i \) and the goal is to minimize \( g(P) \) thereby minimizing total cost. However in many political applications there does not seem to exist a single dimension into which the elements
of $P_j$ can be mapped. For example, there is no clear way to add dollars and political prestige. Therefore, instead of facing a scalar optimization problem, the political policy maker often faces what has been termed a vector maximization problem (Geoffrian, 1968). Satisfactory analytical solutions to most varieties of vector optimization problems are still non-existent.

Another aspect of the I.E. decision problem can best be viewed in terms of the concepts developed by Mesarovic, Macko, and Takahara (1970). One of their concerns is with the designing of controllers for coupled subsystems. Coupled subsystems may be thought of as those in which changes in one subsystem may force changes in the other subsystem. The subsystems are in some way linked. If the O.E. of a government is seen as everything external to the government, then two subsystems of the O.E. might be the domestic subsystem and the international subsystem. Since changes in one can, under certain conditions, generate changes in the other, the two subsystems are coupled. A precise definition of coupling can be given in terms of properties of the matrices of coefficients of the subsystems, but in the context of this discussion, little if anything would be gained by such precision. Simon and Ando (1961) provide an interesting formal analysis of some aspects of coupling for those who would like a more rigorous approach.

Suppose, for illustration, that the O.E. is decomposed into an international and a domestic subsystem as in Figure 8.
The O.E. is enclosed by dotted lines, and the lines connecting the two subsystems represent the coupling. In designing an I.E. structure to achieve goals in this O.E., it is likely that, since international problems are generally rather different than domestic ones, two "organizations" would be built into the I.E. These "organizations" might be the Ministry of Domestic Affairs and the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. Suppose further that the only way either Ministry can affect the subsystem it is concerned with is by spending political power units. Lastly, ignoring the interface problem by assuming there is no interface problem and that \( y \) is observed directly and accurately, results in what is pictured in Figure 9.
In the case of the Ministry of Domestic Affairs (MDA), power units \( P_d \) expended in the domestic sub-system increase domestic satisfaction \( S \) according to the equation:

\[
(1) \quad S = P_d - 2W_d.
\]

The \( W_d \) in (1) is the interaction term representing the effect of changes in the international sub-system upon \( S \). It will be specified further in equation (III). The Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MFA) exchanges its power units \( P_f \) for national defense \( K \) according to the following:

\[
(11) \quad K = 2P_f - W_f.
\]

Again, \( W_f \) represents how changes in the international sub-system affect the domestic sub-system. These interactions are:

\[
(111) \quad W_d = S - 1/2P_s,
\]

\[
(iv) \quad W_f = K - 1/2P_f.
\]

Suppose the goal of the I.E. to move the O.E. to where \( K = 1 \) and \( S = 1 \). If \( K \) or \( S \) is smaller than 1, it greatly increases the likelihood the government will fall out of power while values greater than 1 would signify a waste of power units. With this goal in mind, the sub-goals for the MDA and MFA would look as follows:

\[
(v) \quad \text{MFA goal: minimize } (P_f^2 + 2(K-1)^2)
\]

\[
(vi) \quad \text{MDA goal: minimize } (P_d^2 + (S-1)^2)
\]

And the overall I.E. goal then is to minimize the sum of the deviations from the sub-goals:

\[
(vii) \quad \text{I.E. goal: minimize } (P_f^2 + P_d^2 + 2(K-1)^2 + (S-1)^2)
\]
Suppose now the I.E.'s image of the O.E. ignores the coupling and assumes contrary to equations (i) and (ii) that the international and domestic processes are completely uncoupled, that is,

\[(i') \quad S = P_d \quad \text{and,}\]

\[(ii') \quad K = 2P_f\]

If the image is that described by \((i')\) and \((ii')\) above, then it can be shown that the values of \(P_d\) and \(P_f\) which best approach the sub-goal with a minimum expenditure are \(P_d = 1/2\) and \(P_f = 4/9\). When put into equation (vii) (which may be thought of as an overall performance evaluation function), these values of \(P_d\) and \(P_f\) produce a value for (vii) of 4.09.

An important question then is, how much does ignoring the coupling cost the I.E.? It is at this point that the work of Mesarovic, et al., becomes relevant. They demonstrate that by putting a controller over the MDA and the MFA as in Figure 8 and by taking into account the coupling this super-controller can, through proper coordination of the MDA and the MFA, increase the overall performance of the I.E. from 4.09 to .088 (where the lower the score the better the performance).
Depending upon the dimensions of the power, satisfaction, and defense units, the system cost of ignoring the coupling can be very high. Further examples of this type can be found in Mesarovic, et al. (1970) and Bailey and Holt (1971).

This illustration demonstrates once again how interdependent are goals, i.e. structures (including the image) and the O.E. Most all i.e.'s will have a structure similar to that of Figure 10, that is, the elements of the i.e. will be arranged hierarchically. Hierarchy here means "...a system that is composed of interrelated sub-systems, each of the latter being, in turn, hierarchic in structure until we reach some lowest level of elementary sub-system." (Simon (1969), p. 87) Mesarovic, et al. (1970, p. 22) suggest some reasons why we find multi-goal systems so often arranged in a hierarchical fashion:

"...the overall goal of the organization which reflects the purpose of the organization as a whole is broken down into a sequence of sub-goals, so that the solution of the overall goal is replaced by the solution of the family of sub-goals."

However, as has been seen, specialization brings with it the problem of coordination. If each specialized unit is allowed to act independently and the various tasks are not completely uncoupled, resources will be used inefficiently and the nation will perform at a much lower level than it might otherwise. The first step in attempting to solve the coordination problem is to place more general units over the specialized units, thereby permitting the nation to operate as effectively as
possible. This is the procedure which was illustrated in the previous example. Figure 8 then represents a two-level, hierarchical structure. In this diagram the upward arrows refer to information and the downward arrows to coordination controls. The hierarchical, multilevel structure greatly reduces the amount of information which must be digested by any one group. As one moves up in level, the detail of information concerning each goal is reduced, thus allowing more goals to be considered at once. This increase in the number of goals presents significant problems to the decision makers attempting to implement them and to evaluate performance in achieving them. In order to discuss these difficulties, it is necessary to first be more explicit about some of the other elements in the problem structure.

The I.E. may be thought of as facing a decision as to what inputs ($u$'s) it ought to send into the O.E. to best move or retain the system in a desired state. The inputs are chosen by the I.E. on the basis of its image of the dynamics of the O.E. The decision problem is then defined by the goals, the interfaces, and the image. There are several ways the I.E. can modify its decision problem.

For example, it can change the image so that goals which previously looked unattainable now look attainable. Or, the I.E. can modify its goals in a way to make them attainable given the present image. It is in this way that goals can become changed or the structure of the I.E. can become modified. Third, it can construct new interfaces which allow the implementation of policies which previously were not
feasible. These first two techniques were to some extent treated in the previous paragraphs. To deal with the third (interface modification), the two interfaces must be examined in more detail.

This requires a look at how the government is able to put inputs into the O.E. and how it can monitor changes in the O.E.; that is, the "hook-up" between the I.E. and the O.E. This "hook-up" has already been divided conceptually into two parts—the access interface and the observation interface. Both of these interfaces must generally be effective if the I.E. is to have a good chance of achieving its goals.

An important component of a nation's observation interface is some sort of social indicator system. Here "indicator system" is used in a very general sense to denote some set of O.E. elements whose values are measured at various points in time. GNP and unemployment rate might be two examples of economic indicators. Regime popularity and incidences of political violence might be several political indicators. The values of these interface measures are then evaluated by the I.E. in terms of its image of the O.E. and in part on the basis of this evaluation new policy outputs are generated.

The importance of an appropriate observation interface is again illustrated by the U.S. experience in Viet Nam. Following a crisis situation in Viet Nam (such as Tet), the U.S. response was to introduce some policy changes—generally in the form of increased military support to South Viet Nam. Ellisberg (1972) describes the characteristic Viet Minh and Viet Cong response to increased U.S. intervention:
"After suffering initial setbacks they would lie low for an extended period, gather data, analyze experience, develop, test, and adapt new strategies, then plan and prepare carefully before launching them (1972, 120)."

The U.S., however, monitored "enemy" strength through its field commanders who in turn equated frequency of enemy contact with enemy strength. If the enemy is strong, the reasoning went, then it will fight. If it is quiet, then it must be weak. Based on these reports, the tendency was always for the President to view his policy changes as a "success" which of course led to the periods of optimism and goal change discussed earlier. However, the U.S. observation interface was bad. Decreased contact did not mean a weakened enemy and, indeed, the periods of greatest crisis came at the times of highest U.S. optimism.

If policy outputs are to have any effect upon the 0.E., the I.E. must have some way to get them into the 0.E. This is done through the access interface. A task of the inner environment may often be the building of this interface prior to generating some other set of policy outputs. Thus a nation desiring to institute some land tax program based upon crop yield must first build an observation interface through which they can fairly accurately monitor crop production. It also must create some sort of access interface which will enable it to collect the taxes due it. Certain kinds of tax programs are often pursued in certain 0.E.'s because, though they may have a slightly lower yield than other
feasible policies, of the ease of interfacing them with the O.E. An example in many U.S. states is the sales tax where the initial collection is made by already existing merchants and the amount collected is "naturally" controlled by sales volume.

Indeed, it may often be the only way for a government to achieve its goals is through the construction of new interfaces or the modification of old ones. The current controversy over wage-price controls in the United States may be seen as a debate on what access points the government requires in the O.E. if it is to achieve certain social and economic objectives.

Thus far little attention has been paid to the international system—the O.E.—in which the national system—the I.E.—is attempting to achieve its goals. In light of last chapter's extended discussion of complexity, a first question might be, "Is it possible to construct an I.E. which is capable of adapting to any O.E. whatsoever?" Clearly if such universal adaptive structures can be shown to exist (in the mathematical sense of exist), then effort ought to be expended to translate a description of this structure into political terms.

More specifically, in political science terms, this question might be rephrased as "Is it possible to construct a government (I.E.) which is capable of adapting (maintaining state variables within specified limits) to any foreign or domestic environments (O.E.) it might be required to deal with?" Since such "universal governments" by definition can adapt to any O.E., the existence of such governments would greatly
reduce needs to acquire knowledge of specific O.E.s. However, the next Theorem (due to Gold (1965, 1971)) will show that such universal adapters are impossible.

To make the problem simpler to conceptualize (but no less general), consider artificial systems whose access interface, observation interface and O.E. image are perfect. That is to say, that the I.E. can observe anything it chooses in the O.E. directly and without error, that it can put in "policies" exactly where, when and how it intends, and its image of the O.E. is (subject to certain constraints which will become clear) the O.E. itself. Thus the artificial system may be represented in its "reduced" structure as follows:

```
  I.E.               O.E.
   \                     / u
    \                  __
     \                x
      \                v
       \             -
        \           -
         \         -
          \--------
```

"Reduced" Artificial System Structure

Adaptation generally entails some sort of over time behavior and we can choose a time measure which is quantized (i.e. jumps from one unit to the next rather than being continuous) and has a finite starting point:

\[ t = 1, 2, 3, 4, \ldots \]

At each time point, the I.E. sends control outputs \( u \) into the O.E.
These $y$ values can be thought of as being chosen from some finite alphabet $U$. Further, at each time point the O.E. receives inputs ($x$) from the O.E. The $x$ vector may be thought of as consisting of two components. The first, $p$, are performance measures (e.g., level of satisfaction, etc.) and the second, $\perp$, are (nonperformance) information about the O.E. The values of $p$ are expressed in a finite alphabet $p$ and the values of $\perp$ in a finite alphabet $I$. (Those three alphabets need not be different, only distinguishable). Thus:

\[
\begin{align*}
    u_t &\in U \\
    p_t &\in p \\
    \perp_t &\in I
\end{align*}
\]

Again, without significant loss of generality, assume each of these alphabets to be coded as real numbers.

An inner environment can then be said to be adaptive if it is able to choose sequences of $u_t$ in such a way as to bring and maintain $p_t$ within specified limits. Note that the goal is simply to bring $p$ into some desired interval. The $\perp_t$ values simply give the I.E. information about the process but do not themselves enter directly into the I.E.’s objective(s).

Still, however, the problem as posed does not have enough structure to be solved. More must be said about what kinds of O.E.s and I.E.s are being examined. A way of accomplishing this is to limit the class of possible I.E.s to those which have a finite number of states (that is, the I.E. at any point in time can only be in one of a finite number of states where state is used in precisely the same sense as earlier
and the class of O.E. to the class of finite automata (see Holt and Richardson (19_). The problem then becomes: "Is there a universal I.E. which will adapt to any (finite automaton) O.E.? Paraphrasing Gold (1971), it can be proven:

For any I.E. (finite state), there exists a finite state O.E. such that the I.E. will always behave in a strongly worst way.

In the argument which follows, an alphabet is defined as a non-empty set of real numbers and where A is the alphabet, A* signifies the set of finite strings of elements in A. The three alphabets we will be referring to are U (policy outputs from the I.E.), P (performance inputs from the O.E.) and I (information inputs from the O.E.). Thus:

```
  I.E.

  U_t  I_t  P_t

  O.E.
```

The O.E. can be thought of as a function O_i from U* to I together with a function O_p from U* to P. In other words, the outputs of the I.E. (U*) determine I and P for the O.E. That is, we can say the I.E. and O.E. are linked. The I.E. then is a function E from (I X P)* to U. The outputs (U) of the I.E. are determined by the pairs of I and P values generated by the O.E. (in response to previous u's). More formally:
0₁: \( U^* \rightarrow \{0, 1\} \)
0₂: \( U^* \rightarrow P \)
E: \( (1 \times P)^* \rightarrow U \)

These functions will result in the following sequences:

\[
I_t = 0₁ (u₁, u₂, u₃, \ldots u_{t-1})
\]
\[
P_t = 0₂ (u₁, u₂, u₃, \ldots u_{t-1})
\]
\[
u_t = E (l₁, P₁; l₂, P₂; l₃, P₃; \ldots l_{t-1}, P_{t-1})
\]

The sequence of I.E. outputs \( u₁, u₂ \ldots \) is, as before, called the behavior of the I.E. With this vocabulary, strongly worst behavior can be defined. Suppose the set of \( P \) values is binary:

\[
P = \begin{bmatrix} 0 \ 1 \end{bmatrix}
\]

\( p = 0 \) might be interpreted as undesirable and \( p = 1 \) as desirable. A strongly worst behavior string, \( \hat{B}^w \), results if:

1) For the behavior string \( p = 0 \) for all \( t \) but,
2) for any behavior string differing from \( \hat{B}^w \) at any time, \( p = 1 \) for all succeeding times regardless of future values of \( u_t \).

In other words, a behavior is strongly worst if it results in the lowest possible value of \( p_t \) for all \( t \) and any other behavior would result in the highest possible value of \( p_t \) for all \( t \). Certainly an I.E. which behaves in a strongly worst manner is not behaving adaptively no matter how wide a range is put on "acceptable limits." Thus if it can be proven that given any finite state I.E., a finite state O.E. can always be constructed toward which the I.E. will behave in a strongly worst manner, it will have been proven that there exists no universal I.E.
Suppose that the O.E. sends out a constant value of \( i \) for all \( t \):

\[
i = i \text{ for all } t
\]

Thus the values of \( i \) are "independent" of the behavior of the I.E. When \( i = i \) and \( p = 0 \) for all \( t \), let the I.E. pass through States \( s_1, s_2, s_3 \ldots \) producing outputs \( o_1, o_2, o_3 \ldots \). Since, by assumption, the I.E. has a finite number of states, it will finally have to repeat a state.

Let \( s_n + 1 \) be the first repeated state of the sequence \( s_n + 1 = s_m \), where \( m \leq n \). Then by assumption \( u_t \) must have the same period thereby yielding \( o_n + 1 = o_n \). Let the O.E. have \( n + 1 \) states \( S_0, S_1, \ldots S_n \) such that the O.E. is in \( S_0 \), it will send back \( p_t = 1 \); all other O.E. states will send back \( p_t = 0 \). Let \( S_1 \) be the initial (at \( t = 1 \)) state of the O.E. Finally then we can specify the state transformation rules of the O.E. as follows: (where \( \rightarrow \) may be read as 'moves to')

\[
\begin{align*}
(1) \quad & S_0 \rightarrow S_0 & \text{for all } u_t \\
(1') \quad & S_j \rightarrow S_j + 1 & \text{if } u_t = o_t \\
(1'') \quad & S_j \rightarrow S_0 & \text{if } u_t \neq o_t \\
\text{where } & j = 1, 2, \ldots, n \text{ and } S_n + 1 = S_m
\end{align*}
\]

For example, if the O.E. is in State \( S_j \) and receives an input \( u_t \neq o_t \), it will move to \( S_0 \) and remain there for all future time regardless of future values of \( u_t \). This yields a constructive proof that, if the O.E. is allowed to have as few as one more state than the I.E., an O.E. toward which the I.E. will behave in a strongly worst manner will always exist.
An example might make this more clear. Suppose \( n = 3 \) (that is, the number of I.E. States equals 3). At \( t = 1 \):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( t )</th>
<th>I.E.</th>
<th>O.E.</th>
<th>( u )</th>
<th>( p )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>( s_1 )</td>
<td>( S_1 )</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>( o_1 )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Since the O.E. is not in \( S_0 \), \( p_1 = 0 \). Further, since \( u_1 = 0 \) did not result in a desirable value of \( p_1 \), the I.E. will move to another state:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( t )</th>
<th>I.E.</th>
<th>O.E.</th>
<th>( u )</th>
<th>( p )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>( s_1 )</td>
<td>( S_1 )</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>( o_1 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>( s_2 )</td>
<td>( S_2 )</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>( o_2 )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Again, \( u_2 = o_2 \) produces an undesirable value of \( p_2 \) and, because \( u_2 = o_2 \), the O.E. moved into State \( S_2 \) as specified by transition rule (II). Time yields the same results:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( t )</th>
<th>I.E.</th>
<th>O.E.</th>
<th>( u )</th>
<th>( p )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>( s_1 )</td>
<td>( S_1 )</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>( o_1 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>( s_2 )</td>
<td>( S_2 )</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>( o_2 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>( s_3 )</td>
<td>( S_3 )</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>( o_3 )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The I.E. has now exhausted its states. Suppose it moves back again to \( S_1 \) (i.e., \( m = 1 \)) thereby again going through the cycle. Here, then, is an example of how an O.E. with one more state than a given I.E. can always be constructed so that the I.E. will behave in a strongly worst manner.

This theorem proves that given an I.E., there will always exist an O.E. which is complex relative to that I.E. (complex in the sense of having more states) in which the I.E. will be unable to behave adaptively (no matter how weakly "adaptively" is defined). Additional theorems
have been proven (Gold, 1966, 1971) to demonstrate that even for teams of adaptors utilizing various strategies, there exist environments for which they will behave in a strongly worse manner.

The import of these results to political theory is not altogether clear. That there exist (in the mathematical sense) complex outer environments in which any given inner environment will behave in a strongly worst manner, is not, of course, to demonstrate that the particular outer environments in which national systems are located are of this type. It would seem plausible, however, at least that the outer environment of any national system has more system-states than does the national system itself. This is especially compelling if the national system is seen to be a part of its own O.E. At the very least, these results suggest that in designing governments, it is probably futile to attempt to construct a government which is capable of adapting to all O.E.'s. Instead careful study should be given to classifying the range of O.E.s likely to be encountered by the government.
Section V: Complexity and the International System

One way of classifying O.E.s might be in terms of their complexity relative to a given I.E. As was argued elsewhere (Thorson, 1972) the notion of complexity involves enormous analytic, conceptual and empirical problems. However, regardless of these difficulties, complexity has the advantage of being in part contingent upon national system structure and of fitting in nicely with some aspects of organization theory. The utility of these characteristics should become more apparent in the ensuing discussion.

While it seemed to make intuitive sense to argue that some systems (e.g., O.E.s) are inherently more complex than others, such a "non-contingent" view of complexity often leads to more problems than it resolves. What seems to be true is that no satisfactory definition of the complexity of an environment can be given independent of the class of systems "operating" in that environment. The reason for this is that the system can be so designed as to remove some of the "intuitive complexity" from the environment. For example, many living species may well be facing a less complex environment now than they did thousands of years ago. Through evolution many of the common relational structures have been "pre-programmed" into the human brain. The brain has developed in such a way as to operate extremely effectively in an environment of three dimensions, fast response times (the time it takes for the environment to respond to external stimuli), and few relevant variables. This pre-programming of complexity through evolution
or design may well be a key to any system's operating adaptively in a seemingly complex environment.

What of the international political system (a foreign policy maker's O.E.)? It is doubtful that the international political system is of the three dimensional, fast response time, and few relevant variable type. Indeed, the "high order, multiple loop, non-linear feedback structure" discussed by Forrester (1969) would seem to be far more descriptive of the international system:

It has become clear that complex systems are counterintuitive. That is, they give indications that suggest corrective action which will often be ineffective or even adverse in its results. Very often one finds that the policies that have been adopted for correcting a difficulty are actually intensifying it rather than producing a solution.

Choosing an ineffective or detrimental policy for coping with a complex system is not a matter of random choice. The intuitive processes will select the wrong solution much more often than not. A complex system—a class to which a corporation, a city, an economy, or government belong—behaves in many ways quite the opposite of the simple systems from which we have gained our experience.

Most of our intuitive responses have been developed in the context of what are technically called first-order negative-feedback loops. Such a simple loop is goal-seeking and has only one important state variable. For example, warming one's hands beside a stove can be approximated as a first-order, negative-feedback loop in which the purpose of the process is to obtain warmth without burning one's hands. The principal state variable of the loop is the distance from the stove. If one is too close he burns his hand, if too far away he receives little heat. The intuitive lesson is that cause and effect are closely related in time and space. Temperature depends on the distance from the stove. Too much or too little heat is clearly related to the
position of the hands. The relation of cause and effect is immediate and clear. Similarly, the simple feedback loops that govern walking, driving a car, or picking things up all train us to find cause and effect occurring at approximately the same moment and location.

But in complex systems cause and effect are often not closely related in either time or space. The structure of a complex system is not a simple feedback loop where one system state dominates the behavior. The complex system is of high order, meaning that there are many system states (or levels). It usually combines positive-feedback loops describing growth processes as well as negative, goal-seeking loops. In the complex system the cause of a difficulty may lie far back in time from the symptoms, or in a completely different and remote part of the system. In fact, causes are usually found, not in prior events, but in the structure and policies of the system.

To make matters still worse, the complex system is even more deceptive than merely hiding causes. In the complex system, when we look for a cause near in time and space to a symptom, we usually find what appears to be a plausible cause. But it is usually not the cause. The complex system presents apparent causes that are in fact coincident symptoms. The high degree of time correlation between variables in complex systems can lead us to make cause-and-effect associations between variables that are simply moving together as part of the total dynamic behavior of the system. Conditioned by our training in simple systems, we apply the same intuition to complex systems and are led into error. As a result, we treat symptoms, not causes. The outcome lies between ineffective and detrimental.

Actions directed at individual nations often have indirect and unforeseen consequences. Sometimes these consequences take years and even decades to make themselves known. Solutions to specific problems often result in making things worse rather than better. In short, nations' foreign policy responses often have not been well selected. This poor selection may stem partly from man's proclivity to look in the international environment for kinds of relational structures of encounters in his day to day experience.
The complexity of the international environment is in part dependent upon the structure and goals of the national system which is attempting to deal with it. Thus different national systems may view a given international environment as more or less complex. It is, however, possible to identify some characteristics to look for in environments:

(1) The number of relevant variables. In general, the greater the number of relevant variables, the more complex the environment.

(2) The response time of the environment. In general, the longer it takes for an environment to respond to foreign policy inputs, the more complex it is.

(3) Amount of randomness in the environment. Here the concern is with how much variance is associated with the response of the international environment to a given foreign policy input from a given national system. The greater the variance, the greater the randomness. In general, the greater the randomness, the more complex the international environment.

With relatively few additional assumptions, these notions can be used to derive a number of qualitative propositions relating the complexity of the international system (O.E.) to the foreign policy responses of an adaptive national system (I.E.). While the deviation of these propositions is outside the scope of this chapter, one such proposition will be derived as an example of the procedure which might be employed.

It has been assumed that a national system generates foreign policy outputs in a way designed to achieve certain goals. These goals may be thought of as desired system states. It was noted that outputs
of adaptive systems are chosen as a result of a historical record together with the present system state. It was also stated that adaptive systems may at times make the "wrong" choice. By a wrong choice it is meant that the system could have chosen a different output which would have resulted in the system's moving to a more desired state. Through the feedback process the system can generally assess the effect of its output and correct certain kinds of errors.

In this discussion it will be assumed that some sort of learning mechanism is present in the national system. This learning mechanism will be a member of the class of familiar trial and error types. Each time the system has to generate a foreign policy output, a number (this number may be one) of alternatives are considered. Each of these alternatives has associated with it some probability of being chosen as the foreign policy. After an output is chosen, its effect is evaluated by some decision component according to some rule. After this evaluation, the alternatives are assigned new probabilities of being chosen. This sort of decision procedure will generally yield a negatively accelerating learning curve as in Figure 11.
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**Figure 11**
By a correct foreign policy it is meant a foreign policy output which will result in meeting some well-defined goal, i.e., an adaptive behavior. In some cases there may be more than one correct choice. The curve of Figure II will still hold. What Figure II is saying is that, in general, the probability of a correct choice increases with the number of trials.

More specifically, it will be assumed that the particular learning mechanism will be one similar to that described by Norman (1964) and that the foreign policy responses generated by the I.E. are made on the basis of information gained from previous responses in situations deemed similar. It is further assumed that there exists an optimal policy (in the sense defined earlier), and it is the task of the I.E. to identify and implement this policy. (This formulation ignores Simon's (1957) claim that large-scale organizations will often exhibit "satisficing" rather than optimizing behavior).

The probability of the I.E. choosing a sub-optimal policy will be some number "q" where 0 ≤ q ≤ 1. In describing foreign policy behavior, the task then becomes to relate the value of "q" on one trial to that of "q" on another. A trial is simply a perception on the part of the I.E. of a decision problem together with the I.E. policy response to that decision problem. In psychological terms, the perception of a decision problem corresponds to the stimulus and the chosen policy as the response.

In a theory of I.E. policy selection, all those trials in which the relevant component of the I.E. perceives the decision problem in a
similar way can be treated as an equivalence class of events (trials). It is responses to trials which belong to the same equivalence class that the theory will attempt to describe. Again, in the vocabulary of learning theory all trials which have "similar" stimuli will be considered to be in the same equivalence class independent of the I.E.'s selected policy response.

With the help of the preceding vocabulary, the specific learning mechanism being posited can be described more rigorously. On each trial "n", the I.E. will respond with a sub-optimal policy with a probability "q_n" and with an optimal policy with a probability "p_n" where, of course:  
\[ p_n = 1 - q_n \]

On any given trial, the I.E. may or may not learn from its response how to better respond on the next trial. This will be represented by a random variable "y_n" which will equal one if learning took place on trial "n" and zero if no learning took place. Further, the probability that learning takes place on any trial will be represented by "c." Thus:

\[ y_n = \begin{cases} 
1, \text{ with probability } c \\
0, \text{ with probability } 1-c \\
\end{cases} \]

where \( 0 \leq c \leq 1 \)

The main axiom describing this learning mechanism describes the relation between the probability of selecting a sub-optimal policy on one trial and that of selecting a sub-optimal policy on the succeeding trial. It can be stated in a single difference equation:
Error Curve When: $\alpha = 0.6 \quad c = 1.0 \quad q_1 = 1.0$
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(8) \[ q_{n+1} = \alpha \cdot q_n \cdot (1-q_n) \]

Since \( y_n \) will equal either zero or one, the above difference equation can be split into two equations:

\[ q_{n+1} = \begin{cases} 
\alpha q_n, & \text{with probability } c \\
 q_n, & \text{with probability } 1-c 
\end{cases} \]

Equation (8) [or, equivalently, equation (9)] simply provides a rule by which the result of one trial affects the probability of selecting a sub-optimal policy on the next. More specifically, it states that each successive "increment of learning" is smaller than the previous one (unless \( c=1 \) and \( \alpha = 0 \) in which case "all or none" learning takes place and the probability of selecting a sub-optimal policy goes to zero as soon as any learning takes place.

The behavior described by (8) is illustrated in Figure 12. Here "\( q_1 \)" (the probability of selecting a sub-optimal policy on the first trial) is 1.0, "\( \gamma \)" is 0.6 and "\( \alpha \)" is 1.0. Notice the downward sloping (at a decreasing rate) error curve approaching "\( q_n \)" equal to zero as an asymptote. It can be seen in equation (8) that, all other things being equal, the smaller the value of "\( \gamma \)", the faster the rate of learning (i.e., the faster the value of "\( q \)" decreases).

More importantly, an inspection of (8) reveals that the equation has two parameters, "\( c \)" and "\( \gamma \)". This fact can be used to solve (8) for various statistics in terms of "\( \gamma \)" and "\( c \)". For our purposes two of the most important statistics are the expected number of sub-optimal
responses in an infinite number of trails: \( E(T) \); and the variance about the expected total number of sub-optimal responses: \( \text{var}(T) \). Equations in terms of "c", "r", and "q" for these two statistics can be derived from (0) above (for the derivations of these as well as other statistics see Norman (1964) to yield:

\[
\begin{align*}
(10) \quad E(T) &= \frac{q_1}{c(1-r)} \left[ 1 + \frac{2}{q_1} \left( \frac{q_1^{2} + (c+1-c)}{c(1-c)} \right) - E(T) \right] \\
(11) \quad \text{var}(T) &= E(T) \left[ 1 + \frac{2}{q_1} \left( \frac{q_1^{2} + (c+1-c)}{c(1-c)} \right) - E(T) \right]
\end{align*}
\]

If there is no additional information, "q" is generally thought to equal \( (1-\frac{1}{r}) \) where "r" is the number of alternative policies and (since the I.E. has no additional information) the I.E. must simply select one "at random." From (10) it is clear that (all other things being equal) as "q" gets larger, \( E(T) \) gets larger. That is, under the posited learning mechanism the larger the initial probability of selecting a sub-optimal policy, the greater will be the expected total number of sub-optimal policies which will be selected.

Based upon the previous discussion, it can be said that with respect to a fixed I.E., and a given decision problem, O.E. becomes more complex as it becomes more "difficult" for the I.E. to respond with an optimal policy. Moreover, the learning mechanism described above permits an unambiguous (though not necessarily unobjectionable) index of the difficulty of a decision problem — the greater the value of \( E(T) \) for a given decision problem the greater the difficulty of that decision problem. As has been seen, \( E(T) \) is dependent upon "q", "c" and "r", and will increase with decreases in "q" or "c" or increases in "r".
In most instances the values "q_1" and "\lambda" (the learning rate parameter) would seem to be dependent upon the structuring of the I.E. This may not be the case with "c." In terms of the theorem proved earlier concerning the impossibility of a universal adaptor, "c" reflects the probability that performance information in q_t will be used in such a way as to decrement the value of q_t on the next trial (it would be interesting to change the learning mechanism to allow information to be utilized in such a way as to actually increment the value of q_t [as in some kinds of hypothesis learning]). As the value of "c" decreases, both E(T) and var(T) increase dramatically as can be seen in Table 4.

Table 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Values of E(T) and var(T) for selected values of &quot;c&quot;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[q_1 = .667, \lambda = .5]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c = 1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c = 0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c = 0.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The parameter "c" might be interpreted as being the probability that the O.E. will send a "usable" (i.e., one that enables learning to take place) performance response to the I.E. The greater the value of "c" the fewer the expected total number of sub-optimal policy outputs and the smaller will be the variance about this expectation. In general, it would be thought that sub-optimal policies would (assuming an effective access and observation interface) be followed by an O.E. response indicating "low" performance and the value of "c" would be very high.
However, if there is considerable randomness in the O.E. this need not be the case as the performance response of the O.E. to equivalent policy inputs would not be deterministic, but rather would be governed by some probability function. The probability that effective learning would take place on any given trail (c) would generally decrease as the randomness in the O.E. increases.

It seems plausible to argue that as the randomness of the O.E. increases its complexity will either remain the same (if the increased randomness does not affect the particular decision problem being studied) or increase (if the increased randomness does affect the decision problem). In the rest of this paper "increased randomness" will refer only to the later case where the particular decision problem of interest is affected. With this restriction on the use of "increased randomness," it seems that increases in the randomness will increase the complexity of the O.E. by decreasing the value of "c."

If this be so, a proposition relating changes in the complexity of the O.E. to the variance $\text{var}(T)$ of the O.E.'s foreign policy behavior immediately follows (It will be assumed that the Interfaces are constant and effective enough to handle the outputs generated and to adequately observe their effects.)

**Proposition:** The more randomness in the international environment, (O.E.) the greater will be the overtime variance $\text{var}(T)$ in a national system's foreign policy outputs.
This proposition asserts that when a given policy output does not have the same effect upon the environment, the national system moves from policy to policy in an attempt to find a correct one. Supposing there is a correct response, the randomness in the environment may, at times, have the effect of making a "correct" choice appear incorrect. Thus it will take more trials to learn the correct response and there will be considerable movement about the set of possible responses. The result of this will be to make the national system operating in such an environment appear to have a vacillating or inconsistent foreign policy. An example of this might be U.S. foreign aid policy since World War II. Here the U.S. appears unable to decide whether foreign aid should take the form of large amounts of dollars or technical assistance. One could argue that this vacillation is the result of not getting similar environmental responses from policy outputs which were thought to be the same. Thus the U.S. cannot decide between big money and technical assistance.

The derivation of this proposition under the particular learning mechanism being posited should be clear from the earlier discussion. Increasing the randomness in the O.E. results in decreasing "c" and as "c" decreases, var(T) increases (see Table 4 for a numerical example).

While there are a number of other propositions which could be made relating the complexity of the environment to national foreign policy behavior, it is important to mention some possible effects of the interface on foreign policy outputs.
So far, it has been assumed that the interfaces were constant and effective. In many cases this assumption is not valid. There are times when the national system simply cannot access the environment in the way that it wants. As a result, it cannot achieve certain of its desired states. Even more often there are problems with the observation interface. Either the national system does not know that variables to look at to assess its policy or the variables are not directly observ-able and measures for them are unreliable. Some of the controversy over arm limitations may be seen as stemming from difficulty in the observation interface. Here the stakes are very high, and the national system is not certain it can measure accurately the effect of an arms limitation policy. In such a circumstance it is highly unlikely that a limitation policy will be put into effect. The reason for its not being adopted may be due not to uncertainty in the environment but rather to being unable to adequately observe the state of the environment. Generally when it is thought an output choice could possibly result in moving the national system to a highly undesirable state if it is not corrected quickly and if its effect is not observable, then the output will probably not be generated even though it is highly probable that the outcome will be very favorable to the national system. This proposition in effect says that the adaptive national system will not attempt to optimize on a particular objective if it realizes that it could be badly hurt if the environment does not respond to its policy the way it forecasts it will and the national system cannot observe quickly enough what the environmental response is.
in view of these few propositions, certain foreign policy strategies become apparent. For example, if the environment is fairly random, a nation wanting to meet some goal might first try to structure the environment to make it more predictable. This notion is implicit in British foreign policy in the 19th century. Further, Alger (1961) has speculated that one of the effects of the United Nations is to make the world more predictable. This in turn means national policies can be more consistent.

Conversely, a national system which was a part of another national system's international environment might want to make its responses somewhat random to force the second nation into adopting an inconsistent policy toward it. Thus, for certain purposes a nation might want to increase the randomness in the international system.

Certainly none of the propositions which have been made are "new" to the study of foreign policy. They can be found, in various forms, throughout the literature. However, that they follow from the framework developed in this paper is of some interest. For this framework gives a language and a structure with which we can relate the national system to its international environment. Relatively few propositions have been presented of the many that could have been. The purpose, however, of this paper has not been to introduce propositions, but to sketch a unified perspective from which to begin to theorize about a "complex" social phenomenon—national foreign policy behavior.
Summary

If foreign policy behaviors are to be viewed as being generated by adaptive national systems, then a language appropriate to this focus must be introduced. The concepts surrounding Simon's notion of an "artificial" system provide one such vocabulary. Artificial systems may be thought of as a subset of general systems and are characterized by such concepts as "goals", "inner environments", "outer environments", and "interfaces." An adaptive national system was then defined as a government (I.E.) attempting to achieve goals (maintain state variables within specified limits) in an O.E. consisting of (at one level of disaggregation) the domestic environment and the interactional system. Several additional components of adaptive systems were mentioned and some of their implications for national systems were discussed. The definition of an adaptive system was employed to prove the impossibility of a universal adaptor and this result was used to suggest that O.E.'s be classified as to their complexity with respect to a given I.E. (national system). An illustrative proposition was derived utilizing this approach.
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